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 Caravaggio painted this image of Narcissus for a
private patron, a wealthy Roman nobleman -

and  tells a story like all great art does. Here we
see Narcissus dressed in contemporary and

fashionable clothing for the time, the texture of
which awakens our own sense of touch and

feeling. Caravaggio’s exquisite depiction of this
image is articulated in the play between light

and dark, known as chiaroscuro ,  which makes the
image seem three dimensional, real,    and by

omitting any background draws us, the viewer,
completely into the scene taking place. As we

look closely at the reflection in the water,
Narcissus’ appearance has changed, he seems to

be decaying.   This is a famous Greek myth,
retold by the Roman poet Ovid too, who lived

during the reign of Augustus between 43 BC and
AD17.   Caravaggio would have been aware of
Ovid’s poem which was revered by wealthy

patrons and  humanists at this time. He tells the
story of Narcissus, the beautiful young demigod
who fell in love with his own reflection in a pool

of water, died. As Narcissus lent to kiss his
reflection the ripples in the water distorted his
image and so he died of thirst, scared of losing

his reflection again. 
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Echo calls Narcissus but he ignores her and
instead stares at this reflection. Ovid writes;

 
 “He knows not what he sees, but what he sees 

 invites him. Even as the pool deceives his eyes,
 it tempts them with delights. But why, o foolish
boy, do you persist? Why try to grip an image?” 

(Ovid, 2013, p. 95).  
 

Great art is its visible portrayal of a myth which
is relevant to each passing time and the eyes
that see it but there is also a permanence in

myth and art. It warns us of over vanity and self
obsession but it tells us something else too. This

image tells us that if we keep looking with the
same eyes to everything around us and making it
relevant only to ourselves it will destroy us. It ’s

a powerful metaphor for our time today, of a
tunnel vision and an inflammatory emphasis on

the “self”.  The burdening notion we place on
“self” only, without a greater meaning or
understanding, makes the human psyche
collapse, distort, become narcissistic and

megalomaniacal.  Images, myth are there to tell
us of such things, they are there to warn, inspire

and lift the burden off the individual which is
trapped in what depth psychologist James

Hillman called “a psychology of self enclosures.”
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